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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The weakening of the Islamic State’s caliphate in Iraq and Syria (hereinafter referred to as ISIS), coupled with a decline in the frequency and lethality of attacks in recent years, has contributed to a perception that the threat of Islamic terrorism is easing. Indeed, there are observable signs that conventional terrorism is receiving lower priority, including within the United States Government (USG). Resources for counterterrorism (CT)-related programs are being curtailed and, for the first time in several years, terrorism has been supplanted from atop the Department of Defense’s (DoD) National Defense Strategy. Yet, while so-called “interstate strategic competition” with Russia and China should certainly be a component of the country’s national security strategy, the terrorist threat landscape remains dynamic and ever-changing. Thus, it is the contention of the Public-Private Analytic Exchange Program (AEP) team examining “Counterterrorism Futures” that proliferation and advancements in technology, as well as enduring jihadist and other violent ideologies, all but ensure that the threat of terrorism will persist for the foreseeable future.

This report seeks to identify potential terrorist threats facing the U.S. amid rising political and societal polarization that threatens to ignite greater levels of civil unrest and contribute to extremism. In particular, this paper focuses on terrorists’ exploitation of non-traditional mechanisms, technologies, and targets as a means of funding their operations. Through extensive research and a series of in-person meetings with government agencies and industry experts on the frontlines, our team has assessed that synthetic identity fraud, human trafficking, and cyber threats against the healthcare industry could increasingly become sources of financing or attack vectors for terrorists in the next five years. This article presents three case studies using near-term trends to identify potential vulnerabilities in this regard and provide an overview of how the public and private sectors are currently positioned to mitigate these threats. Our team also proposes several potential solutions that the USG and private sector partners should consider to better address these vulnerabilities.

Finally, because increased awareness and active collaboration are integral to any effective CT strategy, this document discusses several public-private partnerships that are already undertaking joint activities in the above topic areas. This includes identifying challenges presently facing these initiatives as well as successful models that could be replicated across all homeland security mission areas. One such entity that was consistently referred to and complimented over the course of our research was the National Cyber-Forensics & Training Alliance (NCFTA). This non-profit organization is focused on neutralizing cyber-crime via collaboration between subject matter experts (SMEs) from the public, private, and academic sectors, and illustrates how robust information-sharing among various stakeholders can produce tangible results. Citing the NCFTA and similar fusion center-style entities with broader information-sharing parameters, our team presents opportunities to facilitate more collaborative partnerships between members of the public and private sectors. It is only through active participation in information-sharing and other collaborative efforts that the country will be able to sustain future CT initiatives, especially in an environment of declining public resources. A primary objective of this paper is to stress the importance of this to policy- and decision-makers and provide some strategies and incentives to promote successful, long-lasting engagement between the government and the private sector.
SCOPE

This paper reflects the results of the Counterterrorism Futures team of the DHS-sponsored Analytic Exchange Program, which conducted a wide-ranging, six-month study of emerging terrorism risks projected through the next five years. Information from the study was derived from a variety of sources, including interviews with private and public sector subject matter experts, various open-source articles, and field research conducted in New York City. The team met with representatives of Citibank, the Federal Bureau of Investigation NY, the Joint Terrorism Task Force-NY, The McChrystal Group, the National Cyber-Forensic Training Alliance, the New York City Police Department, and Standard Chartered Bank to obtain firsthand knowledge and insight from their respective industries. We are grateful for the unique and diverse perspectives that they shared with us on our study topic.

Our team decided to focus on non-state Sunni terrorist groups, such as ISIS and al-Qa’ida, and their sympathizers, for this paper, and chose to exclude domestic or state-sponsored groups. Based on our research and meetings, we also decided to narrow the scope of future threats discussed to three specific types that will likely shape the threat landscape: Synthetic Identity Fraud, Human Trafficking, and Cyber Threats Against the Healthcare Industry. These three topics were selected as areas of increasing concern because we perceived a need for increased awareness and research on these methods contributing to terrorism. Further, while synthetic identity fraud and human trafficking are methods currently used by terrorists, we have not observed terrorists conducting cyber-attacks against the healthcare industry, and we believe for reasons stated herein that this is potentially a significant vulnerability.

This paper assumes, given its forward-looking focus, that government resources toward counterterrorism will continue to decline in the next five years in deference to shifting priorities, putting pressure on public and private sector cooperation to maintain counterterrorism efforts. We begin the paper by highlighting our assumptions surrounding this future landscape, many of which were derived from a “red teaming” exercise we conducted in New York City facilitated by The McChrystal Group and attended by private sector representatives, in addition to our team. The final section – recommendations to enhance future public-private partnerships to more effectively mitigate terror threats – was also in part derived from this exercise (along with our meetings and research).

FUTURE LANDSCAPES: STATE OF THE WORLD

SOCIETAL TRENDS

In the next five years, increasing political and societal polarization will likely shape the domestic landscape, creating heightened levels of civil unrest, more pervasive extremist organizations, and new challenges for public and private sector partnerships working to counter terrorism. Polarization – which experts believe has steadily risen in the U.S. since the 1970s – may dampen public-private collaboration due to partisanship, or have the effect of energizing younger workforce leaders toward aims that reverse the trend. Climate change is also likely to impact the future landscape, as resource scarcity becomes an intensifying global issue that leads to significant food and water shortages, severe weather events, major migrations of people, and political and social destabilization that may drive conflict, and subsequently, provide a fertile recruiting ground for terrorist organizations.

Further, privacy regulations and how they are implemented between technology companies and the USG are likely to continue to cause challenges to information-sharing. In the private sector, technological
advances and their rapid pace may also make it increasingly difficult for the government to adjust.⁵ For example, increasing anonymity of certain applications will likely make it harder for U.S. government agencies to conduct investigations.⁶

**THREAT ACTORS**

Social and political factors are also likely to have an effect on the terror actor landscape. We expect that the terrorists of the future will be younger, reliant on technology and social media, and subject to the same societal challenges faced by many of their peers. The National Institute of Justice released a report last year that examined potential risk factors and indicators associated with lone actor or small group radicalization to terrorism in the U.S., and they include having a sporadic work history or being unemployed; having trouble in both platonic and romantic relationships; having a lower socioeconomic status; and failing to achieve one’s aspirations.⁷

Additionally, future terror actors are more likely to be diverse in ethnic background, gender, and country of origin, including more likely being born in the US.⁸ Attacks by so-called “lone-wolves” – or those by small, less centrally directed groups – inspired by ISIS or like-minded jihadist ideology will likely be the most frequent form of terrorism in the United States. The majority of these plots will likely be self-financed and involve the use of rudimentary weapons, such as knives, firearms, vehicles, and fires.⁹ Incidents of this sort are designed to be “low-cost, low-tech, and high-impact” in order to inflict casualties and damage without creating hurdles for aspiring attackers devoid of training, resources, and logistical support.¹⁰ Additionally, they dramatically reduce a terrorist’s “flash-to-bang” time—the period between radicalization and an attack—making plots much harder to detect and disrupt.

Future actors are also potentially more likely to have “blended” identities – meaning they could identify with transnational terror ideology as well as right-wing, racially motivated extremism.¹¹ They also have increasingly taken on the role of both criminal and/or terrorist actors intermittently, combining criminal skills and connections and terror activity facilitation, depending on the day and need. The proliferation of illegal activity on the darknet – which renders it anonymous – today has made the challenge of tracing criminal activity that could be funding terrorism or directly used in planning attacks even harder.¹² It also means criminal actors may be facilitating terror actors unwittingly.

**TERROR FUNDING SOURCES**

Illicit trafficking, fraud-based schemes, electronic currency exploitation, criminal services, and traditional hawala systems will likely continue to be sources of income for terror actors in the next five years. Physical and digital markets for illicit activities will likely continue to thrive and be facilitated by encrypted messaging platforms such as Telegram. We could also see certain criminal methods of raising funds – such as through ransomware – be taken on by terror actors as a method for fund-generation.

The trends and trajectory of these types of funding sources – with limited-to-no paper trails and covering small enough transactions so as not to raise red flags with financial institutions – will continue to represent significant challenges to institutions and authorities trying to counter them over the next five years.

**FUTURE VULNERABILITIES**

We have discussed future terror actors increasingly using low-sophistication methods to conduct physical attacks. In the future, we also assess there to be a likelihood of increasing cyber capabilities for attacks and disruption. Due to increasing usability and accessibility of hacking tools, terror actors with relatively
low-level cyber capability (to date this has manifested primarily in defacing websites with poor security and publishing lists of personally identifiable information compiled through open source research) terror actors will be able to increase their sophistication.\textsuperscript{13}

Today, pre-packaged hacking kits, such as Kali Linux and Metasploit, are among the most popular, as they have a multitude of built-in features and are free to download. Custom hacking tools for more specific applications are also available through websites such as GitHub, allowing access to more streamlined and user-friendly tools that can be used for nefarious purposes.

Thus, as individual or small-group actors of the future are likely to be self-radicalized, with relatively low levels of sophistication, these types of readily-available criminal tools for financing and conducting operations will likely be increasingly attractive. The tools’ relative anonymity, as well as their anticipated low-level nature, means that the terrorists’ activities may be harder to detect and counter.

FUTURE THREATS: CASE STUDIES

To illustrate how these future threats may play out, and the challenges faced by the USG and private sector in countering them, we have chosen three case studies. The first discusses the threat of synthetic identify fraud, showcases how the threat manifests, describes public-private partnerships currently in place to share information, and offers recommendations to address the threat. The second case study identifies a gap in the current understanding of the threat of human trafficking: namely that it is being approached primarily as a criminal issue and not also as one used to fund terror activities. We present opportunities to break down silos in how the threat is addressed and how law enforcement and the private sector can reduce the risk that it will continue to be exploited by terror groups. We then offer recommendations for expanded partnerships to combat the threat. Our third case study takes a relatively unstudied threat – terror exploitation of our current healthcare system – and identifies associated vulnerabilities that public-private partnerships could position themselves now to better mitigate. The recommendations we selected for all three cases are then used as a foundation for our final section, which delves more broadly into current gaps – and opportunities – in public-private partnerships related to counterterrorism, and how these could be enhanced in the future.

CASE STUDY 1: SYNTHETIC IDENTITY FRAUD AND TERROR FINANCING

Cybercrime continues to be a large threat across the globe, and is expected to have a $6 trillion impact by 2021.\textsuperscript{14} Crimes involving ransomware and data breaches almost always gain more public attention, but financial crimes, such as identity theft, have become a large problem in the United States, with more than 14.4 million victims in 2018.\textsuperscript{15} A lesser known cyber-enabled financial crime that can be equally as damaging as identity theft is synthetic identity fraud. Synthetic identity fraud is a crime in which perpetrators combine real and fictitious information, or entirely fictitious information, to create new identities with which they defraud financial institutions, lenders, government agencies, and individuals.\textsuperscript{16}

For example, criminals may create synthetic identities using fictitious names, dates of birth, and stolen social security numbers in order to open fraudulent bank, auto loan, and mortgage loan accounts. In such cases, the stolen social security numbers often belong to children, the elderly, or the homeless, and cases involving children can go undetected for many years. Conversely, in cases where criminals create synthetic identities using entirely fictitious information, the lenders and financial institutions themselves are considered the victims. While synthetic identity fraud emerged years ago, activity continues to
increase throughout the United States, with detection difficult because individual victims are almost always non-existent and therefore there is no one to notify financial institutions of fraudulent activity.

Terror organizations, like large criminal networks, often exploit the use of synthetic identities through various fraud schemes because they not only provide an avenue to launder money, but also to obtain and produce valuable goods and services, such as cell phones, airline tickets, and false identification documents needed to acquire passports. A panel of experts interviewed by the Government Accountability Office in 2017 expressed concern with national security programs that rely on verifying a purported identity against a list of suspected bad actors or terrorists. They noted that terrorists, and any other type of criminal, can turn to synthetic identities to enter or move around the United States undetected.

For example, according to a white paper written by ID Analytics, in May 2014, CBC News in Canada reported that Canadian officials discovered that terrorists on the No Fly List used synthetic identities to purchase airline tickets between New York, Toronto, and Pakistan. The scheme included the use of fake names to obtain passports for a notorious murder suspect and major drug trafficking groups. In the same CBC News article, Dr. Kalyani Munshani, a New York attorney and financial crime expert, said that “using synthetic identities, safe houses can be established, cars can be rented, heavy vehicles can be bought, international travel can be facilitated, restricted goods can be bought without any flags being raised. This is not a conventional crime. This is more towards terrorism, I believe, not just merely revenue generation.” She stressed that synthetic identity fraud, as a means to fund terrorism, is a “game-changer” that “requires immediate attention” and “is extremely serious, and it’s been ignored for way too long.”

Toronto Police Detective Constable, Mike Kelly, stated, “Think of the potential of having an apartment and a vehicle and a phone, all registered in different names. That you can come and go as you please. You have the ability to open businesses and transport large volumes of materials in trucks with appropriate permits and license designations.” He further stated, “There’s literally no limit to the types of things, the amounts of things, the amount of damage that can be caused to each sector that you can possibly think of — banks, government bureaucracies, police agencies, insurance, car lenders. Everybody.”

Fictional Case Study: Synthetic ID Fraud in Action
Consider the following scenario, some of which is based on actual cases.

A foreign national was living in the New York City area with his spouse and two children from 2009 to 2014 before he was deported from the United States after falsifying information on his immigration documents. His (now) ex-spouse is also a foreign national, but his children, ages seven and nine, obtained birthright citizenship. His ex-spouse and children still live in the United States. They also have family members who live in New York as well as other parts of the country.

The individual began applying for credit, while in the United States, in 2010 using credit privacy numbers (CPNs) in place of social security numbers because he was not a US citizen. When initially applying for credit, he used his real name, date of birth, and apartment address with a random nine-digit CPN. Although he was initially declined due to lack of credit, a credit profile was created with the credit

---

1 Credit privacy numbers (CPNs) are nine-digit non-government issued identification numbers that can allegedly be used to open lines of credit in place of using social security numbers. According to ID Analytics, CPNs are marketed by credit repair agencies as a way for consumers to “refresh” their credit history. However, the Federal Trade Commission warns that these numbers do not truly exist, and the Social Security Administration warns that the use of CPNs is illegal.
reporting agencies (or credit bureaus). He reapplied 30 days later and was immediately approved for low-
dollar limits by three financial institutions. Once he received his credit cards, he “seasoned” the accounts
over several years by creating a normal pattern of usage and repayment, thus, increasing his credit limit
and adding tradelines – this type of scheme is often observed in cases associated with bust-out fraud.iii

Over time, he began creating synthetic identities in various ways: he used spelling variations of family
member names and paired them with different dates of birth, CPNs, his children’s SSNs, and even J-1 visa
holder information.iii The initial synthetic identities he created were used to apply for credit accounts and
auto loans. After these identities obtained well-established lines of credit, he started adding authorized
users, which were also synthetic identities, to the accounts so that they could automatically inherit the
primary cardholders’ “good” credit after about three months. Adding numerous authorized users to a
primary cardholder account (also called a pollinator account) is referred as “pollination” or “credit
piggybacking.”iv Once the synthetic authorized users established credit from the synthetic primary
accounts, he removed them and then added new synthetic authorized users to the same primary
accounts. The authorized users with newly established credit were then able to apply for their “own”
lines of credit and add new synthetic authorized to their accounts – a truly viscious cycle. Most of the
addresses associated with the synthetic identities were mail drop locations.

In addition to applying for credit cards and auto loans, the synthetic identities were also used to create
shell merchants – jewelry stores, in particular – and produce false documents such as social security
cards, drivers’ licenses, pay stubs, and tax returns. The shell merchants were used to process fraudulent
terminal transactions and move money between different accounts via Automated Clearinghouse (ACH),
wires, and electronic checks. The relatively low-dollar transactions, all under $2,000, flew under the radar
at many of the financial institutions because it was below their fraud threshold.

The individual also used the synthetic accounts to purchase airline tickets for himself and family members
who were in the United States and overseas, one of whom was on the No Fly List, but because the tickets
had been purchased using a synthetic identity (and she produced additional synthetic documentation),
the family member was able to fly in and out of the United States without detection.

In addition to purchasing airline tickets and other miscellaneous items, he also used the synthetic
accounts to purchase hundreds of thousands of dollars in high-end electronics, such as laptops, iPads,
and iPhones. He would then ship the products overseas to be sold on the black market.

The individual continued to create synthetic identities after he was deported from the United States in
2014. He used variations of the same synthetic names and the same drop addresses, but the IP addresses
associated with new credit applications and account activity resolved to a foreign country. Once these

---

*Tradelines are the credit industry’s term for the accounts listed on your credit report.: Bust-out fraud is a form of first-party credit card fraud in
which a criminal applies for credit and “seasons” the account with normal pattern usage and repayment in order to build their line of credit. Once
the desired line of credit is built, the criminal uses all available credit, with no intent to repay, and then disappears.

*According to the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, a J-1 visa is a nonimmigrant visa issued by the Department of State to exchange
visitors “who intend to participate in an approved program for the purpose of teaching, instructing or lecturing, studying, observing, conducting
research, consulting, demonstrating special skills, receiving training, or to receive graduate medical education or training.” Terrorism financing
organizations can bring people to the United States under the guise of employment, willingly or for payment, to one of their shell companies. J-1
tax IDs are an endless supply of SSA-issued visas for people seeking temporary work or education in the U.S. Financial institutions have no way of
knowing if people using J-1s are still in the country without the assistance of law enforcement.

* A pollinator is a primary cardholder who continually adds authorized users that are associated with fraudulent activity to their account. The
authorized users are often synthetic identities.; Credit piggybacking occurs when an authorized user is added to a primary cardholder account in
order to inherit the cardholder’s (presumably good) credit history. The primary cardholder’s entire credit history (on that card) appears on the
authorized user’s credit report and is included in their credit score. Credit piggybacking enables authorized users, real or synthetic, to be
approved for accounts and loans they would not have been approved for, otherwise.
identities were approved for credit, the cards were sent to the drop locations (the addresses he had on the credit applications), where another individual – usually a family member – would ship them to him overseas. The credit cards were tied to suspicious transactions and patterns of activity conducted overseas.

A financial institution began noticing the suspicious IP/account activity and initiated an investigation. Their analysis revealed that he had created nearly 600 synthetic identities that were linked to roughly $2.5 million in bust-out fraud that had been written off as credit loss. The bank investigator alerted an intelligence analyst at a partner organization, where the analyst sent the suspect’s information, and his shell businesses, to a Financial Fraud Working Group, which consisted of members from law enforcement and industry organizations. Within two days, six other financial institutions reported similar activity and losses totaling $8 million – all of which was laundered overseas and suspected to have funded other illicit activity, including terrorism. The intelligence was collected, analyzed, and created into a targeting package for a law enforcement case initiation.

One such case with several of the above attributes, prosecuted by federal authorities in New Jersey, involved the use of 7,000 fake identities, 1,800 phony mailing addresses, 25,000 fraudulent credit cards, and over $200 million in losses. Some of the stolen funds were allegedly used to fund trips to Yemen and attend paramilitary training camps.

Challenges and Recommendations

Synthetic identity fraud is the fastest growing financial fraud and presents many challenges for both law enforcement and the financial services industry, primarily due to the inability of financial institutions to verify with certainty that an SSN or Taxpayer Identification Number was validly issued to a specific individual. This said, efforts at raising awareness through training and collaboration between the public and private sectors to identify and combat synthetic identity fraud have made significant progress over the past few years. In addition to current collaboration efforts, additional enhancements could include:

(i) Expanding law enforcement and industry training on synthetic identity fraud as a typology for money laundering and terror financing.

(ii) Creating a universal “synthetic identity” definition for law enforcement, industry and prosecutors.

(iii) Increasing collaboration and information-sharing among the financial institutions, lenders, and law enforcement, particularly with sharing strategically relevant personally identifiable information (consistent with privacy laws), thereby aiding more effective identity verification at the account opening stage.

(iv) Sharing detection and mitigation strategies among the financial industry.

(v) Enacting legislation that would direct the Social Security Administration to develop a database or other automated mechanism to facilitate the verification of consumer information upon request by a certified financial institution.
CASE STUDY 2: HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND TERROR FINANCING

Human trafficking for forced labor and sexual exploitation, one of the fastest growing forms of international crime, is estimated by the International Labor Organization to generate $150.2 billion per year, and includes potential involvement by opportunistic terror organizations. In the U.S. and elsewhere, human trafficking is a predicate offense for the crime of money laundering, and financial institutions are required to report to the government financial transactions that may be designed to disguise or conceal (i.e., to launder) these criminally derived proceeds.

Despite increasing awareness of the global scope of human trafficking from a law enforcement and anti-money laundering perspective, less attention has been paid to the link between human trafficking and its value as a funding source for terrorist organizations. In fact, there are documented reports that terrorist groups such as ISIS, Boko Haram, and al-Shabaab have used human trafficking as a way to raise funds and provide material support to their organizations and activities. These efforts have included holding “slave auctions” (including via the Internet) of kidnapped women, demanding ransom payments for enslaved women and young girls, and forced begging by children captured in conflict areas.

The United Nations Security Council has issued a compelling publication which explores and describes the nexus between human trafficking, terrorism, and terror financing. According to the report, “[t]errorists’ systematic use of acts of violence associated with human trafficking clearly demonstrates that such practices are a highly effective means to achieve strategic objectives. Military setback and loss of control over significant parts of territory have not deterred certain terrorist groups from using abduction, rape, sexual slavery, enslavement and other such acts to subjugate populations and advance their ideologies.”

In the case of ISIS in particular, we question whether the reduction of oil revenues following the physical decline of the caliphate, coupled with increased international efforts to crack down on traditional methods of terrorist financing in general, will increasingly lead terrorists to seek alternative tactics in the future, especially in failed or failing states with broken economies.

Anti-Trafficking Efforts

The USG has undertaken a number of anti-trafficking initiatives with both domestic and foreign partners, including the creation of various offices and task forces tasked with advancing the so-called “3Ps” approach: prosecution, protection, and prevention, in furtherance of its treaty obligations under the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime (and the Palermo Protocol) and in accordance with the approach articulated in the United States’ Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) of 2000. Yet, many survivors and victims’ advocates contend that the government’s prioritization of, and response to, human trafficking has been insufficient.

For instance, although it has risen in recent years, the overall number of federal human trafficking prosecutions remains relatively low despite Justice Department data indicating conviction rates of nearly 80 percent under the TVPA. The fact that state prosecutors lag behind their federal counterparts in obtaining convictions of human traffickers is also troubling. Together, these factors suggest that, despite several high-profile cases involving prominent public figures having raised the profile of human trafficking in recent years, the public sector’s approach has failed to produce significant strides in addressing the issue.

For its part, considerations of disruptions to supply chains and business operations – in addition to brand reputation and threat of civil and criminal penalties – have prompted many private sector entities to
increase their commitment to countering human trafficking. In particular, firms in industries that are at a
greater risk of labor and sex trafficking are well-positioned to offer specialized expertise, pioneering tools,
and resources potentially able to address the issue. Banks and other regulated financial institutions are
required, under certain circumstances, to share customer and transactional information with law
enforcement when the institution knows or has reason to believe that financial transactions may be
related to, or derive from, the crime of trafficking. Financial institutions invest heavily in automated tools
to identify patterns of suspicious financial transactions and those that may be indicative of any number of
crimes.

These types of capabilities are also developed at a faster pace in the private sector than the public sector,
underscoring the benefits for closer cooperation and increased collaboration. Thus partnership—a fourth
“P” in addition to the statutory trio above—between the federal government and the private sector could
facilitate a more informed and holistic approach to human trafficking that detects, warns, and mitigates
potential threats more efficiently.

Recommendations

The public sector—federal, state and local law enforcement, among others—is best positioned to lead
the fight against human trafficking. The federal government should remain committed to combatting
human trafficking, and should continue to develop and implement new and innovative approaches to
prevent, detect and prosecute these crimes. At the same time, the private sector, especially the financial
sector, is an increasingly important and active partner in addressing trafficking.

A sophisticated infrastructure already exists in the U.S., whereby regulated financial institutions share
certain transactional information about various crimes with law enforcement authorities. This
information-sharing could be enhanced in the following ways:

(i) Providing additional training for law enforcement on terror financing money flows
(related to the underlying crime of human trafficking). There are many substantive
training partnerships currently in place between the financial sector and law
enforcement, which could easily be expanded.

(ii) Providing additional training and shared indicators on identifying potential victims,
trafficking trends, and supply chain due diligence, conducted with first responders,
public institutions such as hospitals and schools, and financial and other private sector
institutions in a position to identify trafficking activity. Social media and public awareness
campaigns related to identifying trafficking activity, already underway by numerous
organizations, should also be expanded.

(iii) Requiring public sector studies, including national money laundering and terror financing
risk assessments and strategies, to examine the link between human trafficking and terror
financing, and the subsequent dissemination of the studies’ findings. v

(iv) Requiring financial institutions to include in their annual money laundering risk
assessments an analysis of human trafficking as a potential funding source for terror
groups.

v According to the FATF Report, “...of the 28 national anti-money laundering/countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) risk assessments
considered for th[e] report [including the U.S. report]...none identified human trafficking as a terrorist financing risk.” See, Financial Flows from
Human Trafficking, ¶ 43. Similarly, neither the United States National Terrorist Financing Risk Assessment nor the National Strategy for
Combating Terrorist Financing and Other Illicit Financing identifies human trafficking as a funding source for terrorist groups or terrorist activity.
(v) Increasing information-sharing, consistent with privacy laws, by national authorities.

(vi) Improving coordination among law enforcement authorities investigating trafficking cases from the money laundering and terror financing perspectives.

(vii) Identifying new opportunities to provide technical assistance to law enforcement and the financial sector in other jurisdictions.

(viii) Considering appropriate participation from the financial sector in government Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing studies (risk assessments, strategies, etc.). Many financial crimes investigators in the financial sector are former law enforcement personnel, and others have existing security clearances from a variety of agencies, so the occasional constraints involved when dealing with classified information can be managed appropriately.32

CASE STUDY 3: CYBER-ATTACKS AGAINST HEALTHCARE

Terror actor use of ransomware, while not observed to date, is a possible future vulnerability, particularly for hospitals and the healthcare sector. To date, one ISIS-linked hacking group has targeted the United Kingdom’s National Health Service websites to spread violent images from the war in Syria, but did not access patient data nor affect any records.33 That said, given terror organizations’ goals of widespread media coverage, enhanced funding sources, and mass casualty events, ransomware targeting a hospital that could create a life safety threat while also garnering funds presents an attractive opportunity.

Further, ransomware does not require in-depth hacking knowledge to successfully target already vulnerable systems and populations, and it is a tactic that is already shown to have affected hospitals.34 Healthcare was the leading industry for cyber-attacks in 2018, and has reported more data breaches per year than any other industry since 2009, with much of the compromised medical data resulting in medical identity theft or instances of blackmail and reprisal.34 Almost half of all reported ransomware incidents in 2017 and 2018 involved healthcare institutions, according to industry reporting.35

Current Healthcare Cybersecurity Efforts

While cybersecurity awareness has increased over the past several years, the healthcare industry, especially hospitals, is still plagued by limited resources, IT staffing shortages, and legacy software that makes major improvements to its overall cyber posture difficult.36 Additionally, ransomware is not difficult to obtain, as there are malware samples available on GitHub and malware collection sites, users on popular blog sites willing to share samples, and malicious actors willing to sell the malware for profit.

The importance of protecting the healthcare industry from cyber-attacks is not a new concept, and numerous entities have come together over the years to set up information-sharing arrangements and mitigation strategies. The Health Information Sharing and Analysis Center (H-ISAC) serves as a global member-driven organization focused on coordinating and sharing physical and cyber threat intelligence

---

32 According to a CBS News article published on 18 August 2017: “The medical industry is the new number one target for hackers. Almost all U.S. healthcare organizations have reported at least one cyber attack. On average, hackers can sell credit card numbers for 10 to 15 cents each, but a medical record could be worth anywhere between $30 and $500.”
and best practices among healthcare stakeholders. The Department of Health and Human Services has led public-private partnerships to enhance the security and resilience of the U.S. healthcare sector through actions such as releasing publications on voluntary cybersecurity practices for a range of healthcare entities.

Despite productive information-sharing initiatives already in place, we assess that the healthcare sector will likely be challenged as hospitals and other stakeholders face a confluence of increasingly sophisticated and unexpected threats, and insufficient security resources. Although regulating agencies issue voluntary guidance for healthcare cyber security, many facilities struggle to align security operations with their business goals. Many clinicians and decision-makers in hospitals are generally unaware of threats or not trained in cybersecurity, leaving them vulnerable to less sophisticated attacks and unable to identify different attack types. Financial constraints and lack of awareness are further compounded when dealing with future threats, such as terrorism, as forward-looking, futurist vulnerabilities can be sidelined for the most pressing current issues.

**Recommendations**

We offer several recommendations to improve public-private partnerships within the healthcare industry in order to anticipate and preempt challenges moving forward:

(i) Educating medical professionals on healthcare cyber threats, including anticipated threats over the next five years, could likely increase their awareness and engagement, while also helping prevent less sophisticated methods of deploying ransomware. Extending this education to medical or nursing school curricula might help foster a more security-conscious workforce moving forward.

(ii) Enforcing the inclusion of future threat analysis in information-sharing, to include actors who can quickly escalate their capabilities in several years, such as terrorist organizations. Representation from organizations such as the National Counterterrorism Center and think tanks in information-sharing agreements might aid this process.

**PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP MITIGATION AND COLLABORATION**

The final section of our paper delves into the most critical piece of mitigating terror threats in the future, and that is strong, inclusive public-private partnerships. During our research trip to New York – which aimed to develop a more comprehensive understanding of certain vulnerabilities – we discovered that more important than the topic of what the threats were was the topic of how the often widely varied institutions aiming to counter them were working together. In general, we found that mitigation efforts varied from organization to organization – even those looking at the same threats – rather than having a consistent multi-disciplinary approach. Mitigation was also affected by organizational culture, lack of understanding of privacy laws and the regulatory environment surrounding what is possible to be shared, and was often based on personal relationships rather than institutionalized reporting streams.

Using findings from a public-private partnership red teaming exercise we conducted in New York City with Dr. Micah Zenko, an expert in the field, as well as the recommendations we extracted from the scenarios included above, this section: provides an analysis of strong public-private partnerships that could be
models for others going forward; discusses gaps in our current models, and certain challenges that exist in these partnerships today (such as privacy regulations); and, offers opportunities/suggestions that could make these partnerships more effective in the future.

Public-Private Partnerships: Current Models of Success

As discussed in our study on synthetic identity fraud, the National Cyber Forensics and Training Alliance (NCFTA) is a useful model to showcase best practices and benefits of robust information-sharing among multiple sectors. NCFTA is “a non-profit partnership between private industry, government and academia for the sole purpose of providing a neutral, trusted environment that enables two-way collaboration and cooperation to identify, mitigate and disrupt cybercrime.” The NCFTA has “enabled its community of trusted partners to prevent [nearly $2 billion] in potential losses while also helping to identify critical threats impacting private industry and supporting global law enforcement by helping to identify current threats most impactful to industry.”

The NCFTA is just one model of a “fusion center” that brings multiple agencies together – with key stakeholders and decision-makers together in the same room – to share information in real time and resolve fraud and other financial crime cases of mutual interest. Other models of this type of sharing include Joint Terrorism Task Forces (including New York’s JTTF, with whom we met), and the National Capital Region Threat Intelligence Consortium (NTIC), which is one of a national network of fusion centers set up by the Department of Homeland Security for the purpose of sharing information across various threat types and critical infrastructure sectors.

Improving information-sharing among relevant stakeholders is critical to supporting an effective counterterrorism strategy, as this promotes a shared understanding of relevant data, trends, roles, and available resources. Public and private sector groups working together also allows for the creation of a common list of behavioral and transactional indicators for threats – be they human trafficking, fraud, or others. Benefits include more positive and effective interactions with law enforcement, presumably leading to more investigations and successful prosecutions.

Fusion center information-sharing models have also set precedents for providing training to those who are most likely to encounter threats. For example, NTIC, a local fusion center, provides “Human Trafficking 101” indicator seminars to critical infrastructure sectors, hotels, school resource officers, and others in order to encourage them to recognize and report suspicious behavior.

Another example is California’s Terrorism Liaison Officer program, in which participants are trained to report suspicious activity that may be encountered during the course of their normal occupation. It links local law enforcement, paramedics, utility workers, railroad workers, and others to State Fusion Centers and the Office of Homeland Security. These fusion centers also promote information-sharing at a federal level between the FBI, DHS, Department of Justice, and State/Local/Tribal/Territorial Partners by managing the flow of information and intelligence across sectors of government – and then analyzing and integrating that information.

Public-Private Partnership Challenges

While there are good examples of groups, both public and private, that exist to share information (e.g., the non-profit DeliverFund that runs a database provided to law enforcement for human trafficking cases, or the FBI’s Domestic Security Alliance Council, which is a public-private information-sharing partnership), not all of these groups represent an equal flow of information from one side to the other. While one group may exist to push out security-related information to the private sector, it may not be receiving
specific reporting from the private sector about actual incidents they face. Similarly, while the private sector may contact government authorities when red flags occur for potential security threats, once a government investigation is opened, the private firm may not hear back due to legal constraints, which can frustrate the reporting organizations looking to expand their security protocols based on these specific incidents.

While our findings led us to the conclusion that fusion center models are a good “jumping-off” point for efforts to enhance the value of public-private partnerships, they also are not without challenges that all information-sharing initiatives face. These include, but are not limited to:

- **Privacy regulations** surrounding the sharing of personally identifiable information (PII), which can hinder detailed collaboration on specific cases as well as lead to potential red flags being missed as multiple organizations may not realize they are all looking at the same threat.

- **Internal and external silos within and among organizations** that hinder information-sharing – whether it is a silo between cyber/fraud/physical security teams within an organization, silos between local, state, and federal agencies, silos between agencies with different mandates (such as anti-crime bodies and counter-terrorism bodies), silos between the public and private sectors that exist due to mistrust over sharing, or silos between the U.S. and other countries’ agencies, all of them can degrade a whole-of-society approach to counterterrorism.

- A wide variety of organizations – to include public and private – in the space with similar missions and no clear leader for all, leading to confusion over whom to contact to share potential concerns, and a still too-heavy reliance on personal relationships to share the most sensitive information.

We also note that, as described above, terror actors have become less directed by a central core, more self-radicalized, and more likely to have multiple co-existent threats – for example, a lone-wolf terror actor could be experiencing mental health issues, be involved in criminal activities, and also be radicalizing via the Internet or associating with known terror actors simultaneously. With siloed organizations impeded by information-sharing authorities, this may mean that one actor who has been flagged for domestic violence by one agency, credit card fraud for another, and terror activity by another may slip through the cracks because these agencies are unable to share this varied reporting with one another or into a more holistic reporting stream for suspicious activity.

**Future Opportunities**

While the above point to some of the difficulties currently faced by public-private partnerships, they also open the door to a wide variety of opportunities to improve them in the future and better position counterterrorism mitigation efforts going forward.

The options below were derived from our meetings in New York, the red teaming exercise, research for the case studies, and our team’s expertise. They include:

(i) Facilitate NCFTA’s efforts with relevant parties to provide ongoing guidance to private industry as to what can be shared, how, and with whom. DHS’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) offers a useful model to look toward, as it provides compelling permissions to share, including PII that is relevant to an incident or threat.
(ii) Create a “safe harbor” initiative to be implemented in the event of a narrowly defined crisis to enable appropriate stakeholders to share/receive critical information. This is occurring now with CISA when threats warrant, and could be expanded more widely.

(iii) Encourage the use of multi-agency task forces to investigate and prosecute appropriate cases, and to share relevant typology information with the private sector. Here again, the NCFTA is an excellent model to follow.

(iv) Evaluate how best to include additional, relevant entities in JTTFs or other fusion center models that have typically been unrepresented, such as Cyber or Counterintelligence agencies.

(v) Create a central authority to bring public sector analysts (FBI, CIA, NCTC, etc.) together with private sector analysts from all critical infrastructure/key resource and major emerging technology companies to enhance information-sharing for counterterrorism purposes, with as much sharing as possible. Other private sector non-profits, such as DeliverFund, that support law enforcement with data on key threats, would also be valuable partners. This body would best be run on a fusion center model, as described above.

(vi) Barring the above, or potentially in addition to it, create a central authority and/or directory of complementary public and private sector entities that exist to share information, with contact information (generic email groups) and specific roles delineated, to reduce confusion on how and with whom to share information. Preferably, this directory would be maintained, with some small amount of resources dedicated to answering questions of those needing assistance and ensuring inclusion of new entities.

(vii) Continue and expand trainings provided by fusion centers and other entities that reach frontline first responders and potential suspicious activity reporters.

(viii) Continue and expand trainings by fusion centers on what information may and may not be shared. Further information and training in this space could go far toward increasing the scope and value of what is shared. This should occur with new members joining, but also regularly enough so that all members can stay apprised of changing regulations and what this means for them.
(ix) Consider red teaming as an option for relevant organizations with a role to play in counterterrorism mitigation in the future. As a group, we found that the exercise we conducted to red team future vulnerabilities and the public-private response to them was instructive at quickly identifying and prioritizing higher-risk areas. Sharing the results of these red-teaming exercises, and potentially conducting joint exercises within their fusion centers, could be beneficial.

CONCLUSION

By prioritizing and taking a more targeted approach (as opposed to trying to consider a larger threat universe), we have been able to highlight certain future vulnerabilities in closer detail, and offer specific recommendations to improve our abilities to counter them collaboratively. We also have been able to extract some critically important lessons from these three studies that are relevant to a wider range of future threats and the public and private entities tasked with fighting them. By recognizing the key challenges that currently exist in our public-private partnership models, offering examples of certain models that are working well today, and providing possible recommendations for enhancing them in the future, we believe that we – the U.S. government and private sector working together – will be better able to overcome the resource, technology, societal, and information-sharing challenges that may await in the near future.

Red Teaming Event Management

One example we heard from our research concerned planning for a major sporting event in a large city. By bringing together – well in advance of the event – city officials, emergency responders, event organizers and sponsors, vendors, law enforcement, utility workers, and others, all were able successfully to play out certain vulnerabilities and discover immediately which entity was best positioned to take action. By doing these types of exercises regularly within organizations, as well as conducting multi-agency exercises – all parties may see threats, connections, and responses in a new light.
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